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Audio Research REF 5 (sto,4el)
Reference 5 is the name of the new l ine- level,  balanced-and-single-ended f lagship
preamplifier from Audio Research - and they've even upped the valve quotient
Review: Ken Kessler Lab: Paul Miller

feconceptions are dangerous. One
might assume that one's powers
of even"handed assessment, when
approaching the latest in a series

of tours de forces for the first time, will
be compromised by positive expectation.
Fortunately, my init ial exposufe to Audio
Research's latest DreamDlif ier to bear the
'Reference' name was at a hi-f i show not
conducive to close l istening, let alone
opinion formation. But even with it playing
in the background, it was clear that
something almost magical was afoot.

A few months latef at Milan's TOP Audio,
sjtt ing in the'hot seat' at one of Peter
McCrath's legendary demonstrations, I hear
it through Wilson's new Sasha loudspeaker.
Peter makes his own recordings, this time
a breathtakingly l i felike performance
of the l\4ariinksy Orchestra with Valery
Cergiev conducting. What piece it was, I
do not know, but lexperienced more than
one the frissons of realism that make you
forget about hardwafe. To use an unjustly
maligned term, there was a 'presence'that
was both 'vivid'and 'realistic'.

But forget semantics: the performers,
the instruments entered the room, The
bottom octaves were rich yet airy, the
upper registers enjoyed a sheen so natural
and free of nasties, I could have sworn that
Iwas l istening to mint Quad 57s that had
suddenly gained 12dB in power handling.
Believe me: the dvnamic caDabil it ies
seemed limitless, with crescendos as free
to soar as the eagles saving Frodo and Sam.

STAGGERING OPENNESS
But the most overwhelming, nay,
staggering component of the sound
was the openness. That it was a valve
preamplif ier achieving this utter freedom
from haze would surely antagonise a
transistor sister who would l isten in
disbelief. Mind racing, lcould not stop
thinking about another pending product:

RIGfiT: Retained - despite displays available
with nearHD resolution - is the drab lCD of
earlier REF models: buttons are rccessed, knobs
are twistnndhold rdther than rotarv

Audio Research's first-ever solid-state
integrated amp. Would I uncover a case of
schizophrenia three or four months hence?

It was tough tempering a favourable
predisposition toward the REF 5,
especially as I had adored all three of its
predecessors. Tougher sti l l  was reconcil ing
the sound with other systems in the
immediate vicinity, many driven by solld-
state preamps. Somehow, Audio Research
had closed the gap between tubes and
trannies without sacrif icing one degree of
the waf mth that're-humanises' recordings
- especially archly digital ones - a tfait
intrinsic to the valve experience. lt was
a near-replay ofthe REF 3, but the sound
was somehow more involving. Perhaps
're-humanising' is the quality that sums up
the'5 's al lure.

As the latest to wear the name, the
Reference 5 had to improve upon a unit so
blindingly competent and coherent that,
in the feview of the REF 3 back in 2004, I
raved about it despite a fluorescent display
so grotesque that it detracted mighti ly
ffom the l istening experience. I delivered
a seemingly infanti le rant about the panel,
suggesting that it was enough to kil l  sales,

but lwasn't belng hyperbolic, let alone
childish: people make or decline purchases
for the slightest of reasons. I maintain that
position about the display with the REF 5,
only now it 's harder to let a mere display
panel intrude.

Eithef way, the REF 3 has enjoyed tive
years of supremacy, universal acclaim
ranking it with the best. The visual
differences between the'3 and '5 are
minimal, the changes discreet. So, too,
the ergonomics, though the'5 is as much
a joyto use as its forebear: most welcome
is the press of a button on the remote
that reduces the display to only nine
pixels staying l it in the centre to indicate
that the unit is, indeed, active. And those
unashamed to be deemed 'audio-neurotics'
(myself among them) wil l savour the
lacil i ty that shows tube usage by the hour,

As all-valve l ine level preamplif iers go,
the REF 5 adheres to a formula aimed at
two-channel purists. lts back is f i l led with
both balanced and single-ended inputs,
so owners will never run out of the right
connectors. And you do need plenty of
both these days: my fave phono stage -
the Audio Research PH5 - has only
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-single-ended outputs, whjle the l \ .4afantz
CD-l2lDA-12 has balanced, and the steady
flow of review products can be either or
both. But in every case, where possible,

balanced sounded better to these ears:
sl ightly cleaner, with a shade more control
ovef transients'  decay.

But sound is why we re here, and i t  is
hard to bel ieve that replacing the REF 3's
6L6CC in the power supply with a 6550C
(to partner the 6H30P) was enough to
ring in the changes. Maybe the superiof
quietude should be attr ibuted both to
Lhat,  the hof izontal  main boafd layout
and transformers felocated to the sides
of the chassis. For the most part,  i t  is a
're-imagined'REF 3, st i l l  with a quartet of
6H30P dual tr iodes in the analogue stage,
but enhanced with knowledge gleaned

from the new Reference Phono 2.
once in my system, the REF 5

just sl ipping into the rack, i t  was l ike
welcoming back an old fr iend. My one
permanent piece of ARC gear, Lhe PH5
I bought a few years ago, fed an input
marked'phono'- confusing in a l inelevel
device, but indicating that ARC expects
its customers to approve of vinyl.  Easy to
understand why: with LPs as the source,
the sound of the REF 5 'blossoms'. I  could
get al l  gag-making, tel l ing you the sound
opens l ike a chrysanthemum, but - as

former staff member lvor Humphreys used
to say - 'Steady on, old boy'.

az
uj, TnE MUSTC',S SERVANT
It 's sufficient to know that whatever
the source, it was heard in 'naked'form,
which laterally led me to the Beatles'let
It Be ... Naked, the barely-remembered
release from 2003 that offered the Beatles'
swansong in its original, pre-Spector fofm.
Although not in the
recent box sets, it
possesses a clarity
thfough the REF 5 that
l ifts it above the sound
of normal CDs, though
it 's hard to separate
the role of 21st
Century mastenng
from the sound of the
primarily unfamiliar

'Somehow Audio

r'|!I'

ABOVE: Beel, handles, massive display, tidy
row of buttons, two primary knobs iust lvhere
they should bq the REF 5 shares the aesthetic of
fu predecessoE, unmistakably Audio Researth

added so much musicalvalue to what was
already the greatest band of al l  t ime that
he became an honorary f i f th member.
Whi le the'humanising'  and transparency
of the REF 5 are near ly epi .  in proport ion.

one must be careful
in l ikening the gains
to those of the
2009 Beatles CDs
over the 1987s.
The gains are not of
that magnitude. But
neither are they so
subtle as to prevent
one from rushing to
upgrade.

between tubes and
tranrues'

Research had
closed the gap

calling something 'Reference' works only if the product lives up to its name- All
of us know that a 'reference' is an arbitrary point by which to.iudge P€rformance
or quality, either better or worse. Here, however, ARc chose it for another
common usage: an upper limit against which others are rated, not a mere
median point. Blessedly, from the moment ARC launched the Reference range'
it has achieved global approval and a perennial Place in all of audio's'Alists'
without reverting to obscene prices - not that the REF 5 is a bargain. But it is
only El ooo more than the outgoing REF 3- And what about a REF 4? simPle:'4' is
the numerological equivalent ol death in many Asian cultures. Like Nokia' canon
and others, ARC has eschewed gracing a modelwith a '4', lor wise commercial
reasons. A pity: four has always been my lucky numb€r-

mix itself. (Pfior to this release, outside of
Abbey Road, the pre-Spector pedormances
existed only on bootlegs.) Regardless of
the cause oI the sonic shampoo, the REF 5
acts as the music's servant, accomplishing
precisely what the release was intended to
do prior to the 2009 remastering: get you
closer to the sound of the Beatles at work.

lf any instrument benefited more than
others, it was the piano, an increase in
naturalness showing how Bil ly Preston

TIIE GRIINOT SOUNDS OF ROOTS
Although my first serious exposure to
the REF 5 was classical,  lcouldn't  wait
to hear what would happen with the
sparse, gf l t ty. grungy sound oI Seasi.k
Steve, roots music's latest cult  f igure.
His new disc, Man Fro m Another Time, as
sl ightly more pol ished than i ts indie label
antecedents, but this is the sound of your

dream busker, with a beaten-to-bits gu,tar

and overworked practice amp. However
much the REF 5's ref inement had made me
swoon at TOP Audio, i t  was the sheer force
that the system conveyed, magnifying
Seasick Steve's abi l i ty to make a lone
bott leneck guitar (on occasion with the
lean accompaniment of trashy drumming)
sound l ike a heavy metal onslaught.

Above i t  is a gravel ly voice oozing
texture, one rendefed famil iar by
numerous TV and radio appearances.
Considering how l i t t le materialthe CD
provides the system, compared especial ly
with a ful l  ofchestra, the sound is room-
fi l l ing and majestic in direct contrast to o
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expectation. And the mass that
the sistem recreates is the air and
space surrounding the performer.
It was repeatable again and again,
with unplugged solo artists, small
ensembles and on l ive fecordings
where the hall 's contribution hasn't
been ignored.

Whether cavernous indoor venues
or outdoor concerts augmented
with massive PA systems, the
REF 5 excels in feproducing three
dimensions - sti l l  an amazing party
trick for two channels. As spoiled
as we afe by live DTS 5.1 Blu-rays
or SACD5, the REF 5 waves the flag
for stereo; labell ing one of its l ine
inputs'Phono' is no mere conceit, no
simple sop to the hardcore. I even
dug out recordings I made of a blues
band in a localwine bar, recall ing
the arched-ceil ing cellar lwofked in
for so many shifts.

Reproducing subtleties of an
echo beneath the full-on sound
of a tooloud band in a crowded,
narrow basement is resolution of
no mean measure, lvlore impressive
sti l l  is keeping all of those sounds in
propoftion, attesting to peerless skil l
at keeping the dynamic contfasts
true to the performance, the
reflections retained because they
: ra nrr t  

^ f  
tha . lar l

But extreme cases only test
extremes. lwanted to wallow in
AOR, Brit ish invasion smashes,
1970s studio treasures, James
Taylor's Sweet Baby lames provided
sensational pedalsteel and a
distinctive voice that both paired
and juxtaposed two contrasting
textures - one liquid, one velvety.
The relationship was preserved with
utter coherence. l\,4ono Herman's
Hermits reminded the l istener, 45
years on, that London possessed
some of the most polished studio

musicians outside of the USA, the '5
uncannily layering the sound with
vocals to the front.

THE CARS... AND CARS
tu for the Cars' eponymous debut,
well, that's almost cheating, so
punchy, so clever, so totally-crafted
is the entire set, lt makes a typical
Queen recording seem sloppy,
Transients stopped with irrefutable
finality, bass rolled and twanged all
at once, the piercing guitar work,
swirl ing synths and wejrd vocals
worthy of a David Lynch character
forming a whole that could sound of
disembodied parts in lesser set-ups.

The experience has forced me
to rethink my entire system. To
wit... Some 25 years ago, HFN/RR'5
then-editor John Atkinson decided
to forgo the purchase of a sorely-
needed car to replace his ageing
vehicle, in order to acquire an
Audio Research SP-1 0 preamplif ier.
I now fully understand his resolve:
my 12-yeaf-old estate wil l need to
soldier on for a few mofe years, for I
must own a Reference 5. O

Having heard this preamp in
five systems, witnessed how it
transcended hostile settings, how
it transformed even set-ups with
which I was intimately familiar,
I have but one observation to
make: it is the best valve
preamplif ier I have ever used. In
balanced mode, in an all-valve
system, it r-s as the name says:
the 'Reference'. But lwil lsti l l  be
fashioning a fitted plate to hide
that dreadful, shrek-ish display,

Sound 0uality: 89%

AUDIO RESEARCH REI 5 (rto,4el)
The launch of a newflagship preampfrom Audio Research
is an important event in anyaudiophilet calendar, and I'm
qlad to reportthatthe REF 5 lives upto expectations. The
balanced output is capable of delivering over 2ovrms frcm a
300ohm source impedancewith distortion at lessthan 0.03%.
While both channels were wellwithin ARc's specification, the
matching ofthe 6H30P Sovtech doubletriode5 was betteron
the dght here, distodion falling to "0.00059at an idealhed
50OmV output (0.0016% on the left) at I kHz. Distortion is
almost entirely znd harmonic in naturewith very low 3d/4th
harmonics apparent. The dght channelwas uniformly lower in
distortion veEus either level or frequency, achieving 0.0006'
0.0028%from 5Hz-40kHz lsee g|aph 2, below]compared
with 0.0016.0.002 8g on the left. tither rcsult is extremely
impressive fora valve preamp andthe differences willbe
swamped by distortion and noise elsewhere in the system.

The REF 5t response was perfectly matched between
channels but doesvarywith volume setting, achieving its
flattest -0.23d8l100kHz result at full {+12d8)volume and most
rolled-ofi -4.9d8/100kHz between +6dB and OdB gain settings
(91 to 78 onthe display). Craph l, below illustrates a va ety of
responses betlveen + l2dB and -24d8 overallgain (103 to 31
on the volume display). Channel balance is good to 0.1d8 and
separation varies from a wide 100d8 th.ough bassto 66dg at
20kHz. The A'r,td S/N tatio (balanced in/out, re.0dBV)of 97dB
is wellabove averageforthe breed. Readers are invited to view
a follQC Suite reportforthe Audio Research REF 5 prcamplifier
by na\igatingto v'/v'lw.hitineuls.co.uk and clicking on the red
'download' button. PM

@

Frequ*y >> l-t4

ABOVE: Frequency response vs. volume. vol 103 =
+12d8 {black); 91i 78 = +6dBi 0dB (red): 66 = -5dB
(green); 55 = -12d8 {blue};44. -18dB (purple): 31
-24d8 (orange)

Frcquency>> l_!:j

ABOVE: Distortion versus frequency over extended
5Hz-4okHz range (1V output, balanced in/out)

ABOVET Singleended and balanced connections are available tor all
inputs and outputs; the rcmote duplicates every function

A-!,vtd s/il ratio (e. odBV)

Oist. vr. output (l kHz, l00mV-20V)
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